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Introduction
Vibrio cholerae non-01 has been isolated from aquatic environment and is thought to exist as an aquatic bacterial floral). The presence of this organism in river systems is responsible for the contamination of foods, and it is reported that infections have occurred due to consumption of such foods2). It is also known that some strains of this organism produce toxins similar to Cholera enterotoxin3). Reports have already been published regarding the results of drug susceptibility testing on toxic strains isolated from human subjects4), but there are few reports about strains isolated from the environment. aminoglycoside drugs4,9) and highly susceptible to nalidixic acid12). However, it was confirmed that many of the strains detected during this study were resistant to nalidixic acid. In contrast with resistance to the other drugs, there was a tendency for resistance to nalidixic acid to decline with the passage of time while the strains were preserved. This difference appears to stem from a difference in the mechanisms of resistance to nalidixic acid and the other drugs in this organism. Hermanson M., et al, reported that the incidence of resistance to antibiotics and Hg was significantly higher among bacteria in the air-water interface than among those in water13). Hermanson M., et al. thought that this phenomenon might be attributable to natural selection or the acquisition of resistance due to varous environmental factors, including exposure to ultraviolet rays. Timoney J.F., et al.14) maintain that in addition to displaying Hg resistance due to Hg contamination, environmental Bacillus spp. also show a significantly high level of resistance to ampicillin, indicating that they acquire drug resistance simultaneously with the acquisition of Hg resistance due to metal contamination, with the result that Hg resistance and ampicillin resistance exist in the same clones.
This means that the acquisition of resistance occurs not only in strains eliminated from infected subjects who have been treated with drugs, but also as a result of numerous environmental factors, as evidenced by the example of Hg contamination. It would appear, therefore, that the type of resistance acquired vary according differences in environmental conditions, including water pollution and sunlight in the area concerned. This also indicates that there is a danger that pathogenic bacteria that have infected the natural environment or are inherent to it may acquire resistance due to environmental factors, especially pollution. It is also possible that plasmids are transferred from other bacteria that are present in the river water15). A question that will have to be examined in the future is whether the organisms acquire plasmids specific to that river, or resistant characteristics based on those plasmids.
However, it is known that several metals exhibit toxicity toward bacteriam), and Chai TJ. has conducted tests and published a report concerning changes in susceptibility to metals, antibiotics or environmental pollutants due to changes in the cell envelope composition of E. coli in aquatic environments17). In particular, it is reported that bacteria which exhibited resistance to Cu, Hg and Co at concentrations of 0.2%, 0.01% and 0.04% respectively showed susceptibility to these metals after culturing in environmental water. This phenomenon suggests that some change occurs in the bacterial cell in aquatic environments. The strains studied during this research had not acquired resistance to Hg, Co or Cu, but many were resistant to ampicillin. This indicates that resistance is acquired not only through metallic contamination, but also through other factors. It has also been reported that there is a relationship between water pollution in aquatic environments and the incidence of resistance18), and that the R-factor is involved in the acquisition of resistance to metals (Hg, Co and Ni)19). As reported by Timoney J. F., et al., however, no strains have been detected that are simultaneously resistant to both metals and antibiotics, and it appears that resistance may not always be acquired simultaneously on plasmids like the R-factor.
The acquisition of resistance in this way may be influenced by differences in the environments of River A and River B. Although our research was based on data from rivers that vary widely in the degree of water pollution, comparison were done between rivers in close proximity in the sense that both flow through the same general area. Regional variations may not therefore be espically significant. Yet it appears that differences emerge with the passage of time in the antibiotic MIC distribution against strains of bacteria due to variations in the natural environments in which they exist.
